
DFA is proud to release a long-gestating 12” single of 
wild interprations of Eric Copeland’s 2013 album “Joke 
In The Hole”. The Black Dice member received universal 
acclaim for the record, “Fringe though Copeland may be, 
this album is a serious coup for DFA—he walks the line 
between complete nuttiness and outright accessibility, and 
ends up with one of his best records to date.” (XLR8R) 
Starting us off is Panda Bear, who adds his trademark 
falsetto vocals and shuffling percussion, sweetening Eric’s 
black coffee beats. DFA’s own sonic collagist Larry Gus 
blends Eric’s mumbled vocals with bright percussion 
and a vocoded male choir, among many other audio 
dalliances. Meanwhile, Hyperdub’s Fhloston Paradigm 
(AKA King Britt) takes aim with his laser cannons, firing 
volleys at unrelenting waves of marching alien armies, 
before being swallowed up in a solar flare. Finally, Anthony 
Naples (Text Records, Trilogy Tapes) brings it back to the 
club with snaps, claps, and hi-hats, but it sounds like you 
left ‘em out in the rear window of your car on a sunny day. 
You know what we mean. 

Limited editon of 1000 hand-stamped and numbered 
copies, assembled at DFA in NYC. 

Tracklist:

Points of Interest:
1. Limited edtion of 1000 copies, in a custom jacket, hand-
stamped and numbered at the DFA Office in NYC.
2. Includes digital download code for MP3s and WAVs.
3. Features remixes from Animal Collective’s Panda Bear, 
Anthony Naples (Four Tet’s Text Records, Mr. Saturday 
Night, Trilogy Tapes), Fhloston Paradigm (Hyperdub), and 
DFA’s own Larry Gus.

Vinyl UPC

01. Cheap Treat (Panda 
Bear Remix)
02. Grapes (Larry Gus 
Remix)

03. Cheap Treat (Fhloston 
Paradigm Remix)
04. Bobby Strong (Anthony 
Naples Remix)
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Description:

Press Quotes for Eric Copeland
“It’s tempting to take the record’s relentless affability with 
a grain of salt, but Copeland seems genuinely eager to 
please, and Joke in the Hole really is fun to listen to.” 
   - XLR8R

“Joke In The Hole is a step forward for Copeland, as 
his murky mess of clumsy samples is gradually beign 
transformed into actual songs.”
   - The Quietus” 

“...The result is music every bit as unclassifiable and 
singular as that on an Black Dice album, but which is 
characterised by the same playfulness that drives AC.”
   - Fact Magazine
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